Populating the Structured Media™ Center

The Nerve Center of the Connected Home

For every residence — single-family home, high-rise, or hotel — Leviton offers an unparalleled selection of structured wiring solutions for networking, audio, video, and more. And we offer the ideal central distribution point to manage them all.

1. **Structured Media Center**: These versatile enclosures allow you to manage and distribute a full range of voice, data networking, audio, and video wiring from one central location. We have enclosures for every construction type: wood, steel frame, concrete, and cinder block construction, and Wireless Structured Media Centers for expanding the reach of a wireless network.

2. **Data Patching and Distribution**: Leviton offers durable Cat 6 and 5e panels and modules for data cable distribution. The high-end Twist & Mount Panel makes installation simple and provides easy access for moves, additions, or changes in the home network.

3. **Telephone Patching and Distribution**: Choose from a wide selection of telephone distribution boards, modules, or panels for telephone and security systems. Our Telephone Input Distribution Panel (TIDP) supports inputs for use with triple-play modems and complements the look and simplicity of our Twist & Mount Patch Panels.

4. **High-Flex Patch Cords**: eXtreme® High-Flex Cat 6 Patch Cords allow for tighter radius connections and a cleaner finished appearance inside a dressed Structured Media Center.

5. **User or Service Provider Active Gear**: Leviton offers a range of accessories for mounting and securing active gear, such as shelf brackets, saddle ties and VELCRO® Brand strips. And when used with a plastic Vented Hinged Door, the enclosures have added depth to support bulkier routers and other equipment.

6. **Premium and Passive CATV Splitters**: Distribute the incoming RF signal to locations throughout a home via coaxial cable using Leviton passive CATV splitters, or use Premium splitters to optimize the performance of digital cable signals to handle HDTV.

7. **Integrated Power Supply**: Structured cabling systems rely on active gear that requires low-voltage power and surge protection. Leviton offers power supplies with extra plugs that eliminate the need for bulky power adapters within enclosures.

See the full breadth of our solutions that support the latest residential technologies at Leviton.com/ConnectedHome